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BROADCAST DATES

Programme Title Broadcast Date

1 News Monday 2 February 2004

2 Sport Monday 9 February 2004

3 Show Time Monday 1 March 2004

Programme 2: Sport

ABOUT THE PROGRAMME

We begin with the Special Olympics opening ceremony, when athletes from all over the world  

come to represent their countries in Dublin. We meet the journalists and television professionals 

who have come to tell the athletes’ stories.

At the Morton athletics stadium, we go behind the scenes at an outside broadcast, and look at the 

various jobs done by the OB team – director, commentator and cameraperson. 

From the OB, the programme moves to the production offi ce at RTE, where we meet the producer 

of tonight’s studio programme, and the broadcast co-ordinator – this section of the programme 

emphasises the importance of planning and co-ordination.

We then meet Cliona, a producer/director who is recording a package from a kayaking event, 

and she tells us what she needs for her story – we also speak to the cameraperson about his 

approach.

Back at the athletics, we meet a radio journalist, who is in constant contact with a team of people, 

keeping them up to date on the medals won. He is just one of the many journalists working in the 

press centre, and we see how new technology makes their job easier and quicker.

At an awards ceremony, we meet Northern Irish reporter, Denise Watson, who tells us about her 

approach to the coverage of the event. We see her do a ‘piece to camera’ – when the reporter 

speaks literally ‘to the camera’, as a way of directly addressing the person watching at home.

Back at RTE, Cliona is working with an editor to fi nish her package. We see how she uses a 

structure and script to tell her story. We then return to commentator George Hamilton, who 

highlights the importance of preparation, research, teamwork and homework!

Next up,  we meet a dedicated team of  people with learning diffi culties from Rhode Island in the 

USA who are making their own television programmes about the event.

Another way of telling stories is through pictures – we meet a sports photographer, who is chasing 

that one special photograph which will make it onto the front page.
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Pictures and sound are combined in the next section. We meet a director from New Zealand, and 

see how he uses script in tandem with pictures and sound to tell the story, which will then be sent 

home – via satellite.

The OB crew have to work out the duration of their edited package, which will be played into 

tonight’s studio programme. The tape is then sent back to RTE, where the production team are 

just about ready to go into studio. The producer and presenter check through the running order 

and script then we’re live on air and the studio director is in charge.

We see the producer’s dilemma when it seems that the sums are wrong – he has too much 

material and if it is all included, the programme will be too long.  He has to decide what to drop so 

as not to delay the 9 0’clock news and Eastenders! 

As the programme makes it safely off the air on time – we again emphasise the importance of 

preparation, planning and teamwork – key factors in the making of every sports programme!

KEY WORDS USED DURING THE PROGRAMME

Media, editing, footage, satellite, producer, director, coverage, package, scripting, documentary, 
commentate, sequence, source, running order, structure, interview, deadline, 
outside broadcast – OB, piece to camera – ‘PTC’, voiceover  - VO, audio, transmission

1.CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – Before the programme

Activity Tasks Relevance to NI curriculum

Identifying a sports 

event

Students in teams look at 

newspapers and listen to 

radio to see what sports 

events are covered – they 

identify the various jobs 

behind the stories

English – t & l

Begin to be aware of how different 

media present information, ideas and 

events in different ways.

Take part in and observe the 

conventions of discussion.
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2.CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Tasks Relevance to NI  curriculum

Covering a 

sports event

WORKSHEET

The director 

marks in 

camera 

positions on 

accompanying 

stadium map

Mark out the schoolyard as a 

‘track’. Five students compete 

in a ‘race’ each representing a 

different country.

5 pupils become cameras and 

are given positions around the 

running track to best cover the 

action

A director calls the cuts from 

camera to camera as the race 

happens

A commentator tells the live story 

of the race

- using information about the 

athletes, names, biogs etc 

which have been invented 

and written down before hand

A sound recordist records his/her 

commentary

A broadcast co-ordinator with a 

stop watch times the event

Swap roles.

Geography

Drawing a sketch map or plan.

Locating positions on a plan.

English T and L and writing.

Reading aloud a text they have prepared.

Infl ecting appropriately and using 

appropriate quality of speech and tone.

Writing to inform.

IT

Record and listen to their own speech.

Maths – Measures

Reading digital displays.
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3. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance to NI curriculum

Writing a report or 

commentary on a 

sporting event

Select an event – for example a 

school or local team competition 

(football/hockey etc) or use 

an event such as a soccer 

international or Wimbledon 

depending on personal 

preference. 

Write and record your 

commentary

Or: write a newspaper report 

which conveys all the action

(note: teachers could record a 

short piece and the exercise 

could be completed in the 

classroom, rather than at home

English – writing

Writing in an appropriate style 

– report.

Awareness of audience.

Appropriate sentence punctuation, 

spelling and awareness of syntax.

4. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance

Identifying students 

awareness of  the 

issues which affect 

people with learning 

diffi culties

Classroom discussion of the 

Special Olympics motto

“Let me win, but if I cannot win, 

let me be brave in the attempt.”

English T and L

Taking part in and observing the 

conventions of discussion.

EMU

Attitudes and understanding of 

people with disabilities.

Issues of similarities and 

difference and stereotypical 

images.
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5. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance

Using an 

atlas

Select some of the competing 

countries – Ireland, the USA, 

the Cayman Islands, Cuba, 

Egypt, New Zealand, Kenya, 

Estonia – students fi nd the 

country on a map. Compare 

and contrast the size of the 

different countries. Classroom 

discussion on economic 

resources which might be 

available to each country.

Geography

Using a globe/atlas to locate places.

Major similarities and differences 

between places and why many or few 

people live there.

Attractions and drawbacks of living in any 

place/country.

6. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance

Exploring 

living history

Students conduct 

interviews with family 

members, neighbours 

about a favourite sporting 

memory which is then 

shared with the class

English T and L

Formulating questions and interviewing.

History

Oral history
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7. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance

Planing and 

teamwork

WORKSHEET

Running Order

Students devise a sports 

magazine programme – designed 

to appeal to their age group and 

to both boys and girls.

They write a mission statement 

for the programme and work 

out a format. They identify 

presenters, research suitable 

stories, devise and create 

graphics  and work out a 

programme running order 

(allocating a specifi c time to 

each segment). The work 

must be done within a specifi c 

timeframe, and to a ‘production 

deadline’. They can then present 

the programme ‘as live’ in the 

classroom. 

English – writing

Write in an appropriate style e.g. 

report.

Write to inform, explain, express 

thought and feelings etc.

Have awareness of audience.

Maths – Measures

Know the units of measurement of 

time and relationships between time.

Read digital displays and analogue 

times.

Read and use timetables.

Carry out calculations based on 

duration of time and related to 

timetables.

7. CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES – After the programme

Activity Task Relevance

Visual literacy and 

writing

Teacher selects a sporting 

photograph. Students record their 

responses.

Students select a photograph from 

weekend sporting supplements and 

tell the class the reasons for their 

choice

English - writing

 

Writing to express thoughts and 

feelings.

Responding to a photo.

Expressing thoughts and feelings 

to the class.


